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PRESS RELEASE
PeerJ appoints Director of CommuniBes
Nathaniel Gore, former Publishing Development manager at PLOS, joins PeerJ
Publishing as Director of Communi?es
Nathaniel Gore, former Publishing Development manager at PLOS, joins PeerJ
Publishing this week as Director of CommuniAes. Nathaniel’s immediate
priority will be to engage with the many communiAes that PeerJ serves across
its seven journals, including the Editorial Boards, authors and readership, to
beHer understand their hope and needs, and how PeerJ can work with them to
drive forward shared ambiAons for open science and open access publishing.
“I have been a long-Ame admirer of PeerJ and am excited to be joining the
company in this newly created role which demonstrates PeerJ’s commitment to
developing and engaging with the variety of communiAes we serve,” says
Nathaniel. “I look forward to working with those communiAes and the PeerJ
team to further open science, and hope to welcome new communiAes to PeerJ
in the not too distant future.”
Nathaniel joins PeerJ Publishing aNer seven years at PLOS where he was
Publishing Development Manager and led the development and publishing
strategy of PLOS CollecAons and PLOS Channels. Before PLOS, he was a Senior
Editor at ProQuest, managing digital humaniAes projects including launching
Early European Books. Throughout his 15 years in publishing Nathaniel has
worked closely with community stakeholders to publish content and create
products that best serve their needs, and understands that every community
has their own voice that deserves to be heard.
“Understanding the career and publishing needs of diverse academic
communiAes across the globe is more important than ever. Publishers must
engage, listen, and return meaningful, tangible community value. Nathaniel
brings a wealth of proven experience building relaAonships with scholars and
partner organizaAons; and very importantly, he also has their respect. We’re
excited to have him aboard,” said Jason Hoyt, CEO and co-founder of PeerJ.
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About:
PeerJ is an Open Access publisher of seven peer-reviewed journals covering
biology, environmental sciences, computer sciences, and chemistry. With an
emphasis on high-quality and eﬃcient peer review, PeerJ’s mission is to give
world-class researchers and the academic community the publishing tools and
services they want with a unique and exciAng experience. All works published
by PeerJ are Open Access and published using a CreaAve Commons license.
PeerJ is based in San Diego, CA and the UK and can be accessed at peerj.org
and peerj.com
Across its journals, PeerJ Publishing has an Editorial Board of over 2,000
respected academics, including 5 Nobel Laureates. PeerJ has been awarded the
AssociaAon of Learned and Professional Society Publishers “Award for
Publishing InnovaAon”. PeerJ Media Resources (including logos) can be found
at: peerj.com/about/press
About Open Access: Open Access is the pracAce of providing unrestricted, free,
online access to peer-reviewed scholarly content (typically journal arAcles).
Copyright is retained by the authors, and a CreaAve Commons ‘aHribuAon
license’ is commonly applied, meaning that anyone can re-use the material
provided they aHribute the original source. All works published in PeerJ’s
journals are Open Access and published using a CreaAve Commons license.
Everything is immediately available—to read, download, redistribute, include in
databases and otherwise use—without cost to anyone, anywhere, subject only
to the condiAon that the original authors and source are properly aHributed.
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